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Islamic Banking, the Shariah (Islamic law) compliant banking for Muslims, is unarguably 

at the nascent stage of its development as a financial competitor and alternative to the 

conventional interest – based banking system practiced around the world. This thesis 

looks into the principles of Islamic banks of Pakistan and focusing three Islamic Banks 

in Pakistan. The thesis analyzes the findings of three banks made by interviews and 

compare with the conventional banking system, to check that are the principles different 

or same. This thesis is qualitative in nature, based on theoretical and empirical findings. 

 

Research Question  
 
How do three Islamic banks in Pakistan follow the principles of Islamic Banking? 
 

Purpose 

The aim of the study is to describe and analyze how three Islamic banks in Pakistan 

follow the principles of Islamic banking.  

 

 

 

 



Method 

This research is based on qualitative research method and the data collection is done of 

primary and secondary data. Primary data consist of three interviews from Islamic 

banks in Pakistan. 

Conclusion 

It was founded that Islamic Banks in Pakistan are not following the principles 

completely, there are some principles which are followed successfully, principle that 

there must be some risk and based on Profit and loss sharing (PLS) but some principles 

are not followed (loss is divided according to the capital investment from two banks out 

three which are interviewed, lender should solely bear the risk). Further, on the 

comparison with conventional banking, the principles are different from the Islamic 

banks in Pakistan. 

 

Keywords: Islam, Islamic Banking, banks of Pakistan, principles of Islamic banks, 

principles of banks, principles of conventional banks, ethics, and intermediation.  
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1 Introduction 
 

 
Islamic Banking, since its inception has been one of the most controversial institutions. 

Despite the accelerated growth and compliance, it remains plagued with numerous 

challenges and ordeals, the biggest of which is a common man‟s perception about 

Islamic Banking (Hasan, 2008). The challenge to convince customers of Islamic banking 

as a Shariah (Islamic law) compliant alternative and an eligible structure remains a 

highly strenuous task owing to numerous factors (Zineldin, M., 1990). 

 

It has been 35 years since the establishment of The Islamic Development Bank, the first 

ever Islamic bank which was launched by Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) as 

a symbol of the Muslim community endorsement of the idea of Islamic Banking, in 1975. 

Consequently, Islamic financial institutions have also managed an estimated US $442 

Billion globally (General Council for Islamic Banking and Financial Institutions, 2008). 

 

 Although the number of Islamic banks has increased as well as their market share, 

which can be judged from the fact that currently around ten percent of the global 

banking industry is Islamic; many objections have been raised on the way.  

 

After the global financial crisis of 2007-2008, many people touted Islamic finance to be 

the alternative to the existing global financial system. Scholars speculated on how the 

global financial crisis could have been prevented had the Islamic system been in place. 

The evidence given by proponents of Islamic finance is the resilience shown by Islamic 

banks and financial institutions to the financial meltdown. A recent study by International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) has also argued that Islamic banks did fare better as compared to 

the conventional banks in the crisis. According to IMF the number and reach of Shariah-

compliant financial institutions worldwide has risen from one institution in one country in 

1975 to more than 300 institutions operating in more than 75 countries today” (Hasan, 

2008, p. 28). 

 

Islamic finance relies on equitable risk sharing between the provider of capital and the 

entrepreneur, as Islamic law, while rejecting the concept of predetermined interest rate, 

permits an uncertain rate of returned based on trade and profits Zineldin, M. (1990).  
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It may be argued that commercial banks are the dominant institutions in the financial 

sector of the economy and of the most important institution in the overall economy 

Zineldin, M. (1990) 

. 

As the word Islamic banking is still new for many people, and misunderstanding still 

exists between people that religion which forbids interest rate, can really bring benefit. 

Islamic banking is a new subject and not such an importance given in western or non-

Muslim countries. Furthermore, the aspect is to investigate and analyze empirically the 

principles of Islamic Interest free banking system in Pakistan, with focusing three banks 

and showing the main principles of Islamic Interest free banking in Pakistan. 

 

 

1.1 Background 
 

In order to understand the principles of Islamic banking, it is not always easy for a 

person having western traditions. The superiority of Allah (God) in eyes of Muslims is 

not similar to western individual. Quran is the holy book for Muslims and seen to be as 

the true words of Allah (Samuelsson, 2000). 

According to (Warde, 2000, p.25) “culture and knowledge thrived in the Islamic world, 

as the west went through its great transformation, this Islamic world remained stagnant”. 

Moreover, the available financial instrument in the Islamic world were at least until 13th 

century far more advance than in west and because of this they were known as 

„bankers without banks‟ (Warde, 2000). There are more than two hundred and fifty 

Islamic financial institutions worldwide managing assets in excess of US$200 billion 

(Archer, 2002).  

 

In Islamic world, credit and financing operations were conducted through transactions, 

usually involving profit and loss sharing, unrelated to safekeeping (Warde, 2000). “The 

idea of creating interest free banks was envisaged as early as forties, and the first 

attempt to establish them was made in Pakistan 1947, though with no lasting impact” 

(Zineldin, M. 1990, p.54).  
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The theoretical discussion and writings led to pioneering experiment which took place in 

Egypt in 1963 in form of rural saving bank. The model was German saving bank, 

adapted to the rural environment of an Islamic development. Main objective of 

experiment was to attract the untapped savings of low income laborers and peasants 

and to mobilize them from development investment (Zineldin, M. 1990). The experiment 

was remarkable of these saving banks, it short lived because of the lack of government 

support, which came to an end for political reasons in 1967 and it was the only reason 

for short living of Islamic Bank (Zineldin, M. 1990; Scharf, T. 1983). 

 

1.2 Problem 
 

A lot of qualitative and quantitative research has been done on performance of Islamic 

Interest free banking all over world (Hassan & Bashir (2003), Samad & Hassan (2000), 

Rosly & Abu-Bakar (2003), Samad (1999), Samad (2004), Sufian (2007)) and along 

with doctoral research on Finance and economic development in Islamic banking 

(Kazarian, E. 1991). However from my observation no qualitative interpretive study has 

been carried out on the following of principles of Islamic Interest Free Banking in 

Pakistan.   

 

1.3 Research Questions 
 

How do three Islamic banks in Pakistan follow the principles of Islamic Banking? 
 

1.4 Objectives 
 

Objectives of doing dissertation on this topic are: 

 To investigate qualitatively the principles of Islamic Interest free banking in 

Pakistan and operations of Islamic Interest free banking system. 
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1.5 Purpose 
 

The aim of the study is to describe and analyze how three Islamic banks in Pakistan 

follow the principles of Islamic banking.  

This study will help the people to become aware of more types of banking system 

except conventional banking system and also lead more Masters students to continue 

research from where I left over or eliminate the mistakes I did or part I left. Moreover, it 

will help banks in western or non-Muslim countries that whether this kind of banking will 

bring more profitability than normal conventional banking system. 

 

 

1.6 Limitation 

 

My main aim is to analyze the principles of Islamic bank in Pakistan. Interviews are 

conducted with managers on Skype, proved to be challenging and as there is no face to 

face interaction, level of understanding would not be hundred percent. Also it must be 

noted that my dissertation is for a Master level program thus I had to define my work in 

a constricted time frame, as per the requirements in a Master level dissertation. 

 

 

1.7 Access to information 
 

In order to carry out the research I would carried out a series of interviews in Pakistan. 

To do this I effectively kept time constraint in mind and I interview the bank managers 

from three different banks in Pakistan on Skype. To get interviews on time references 

with managers were used, to get in touch and find accurate answers as much as 

possible. 

1.8 Access to Literature, Databases, etc 

 

Most of the literature I used was from either Mälardalens University or Libris one of the 

many libraries interconnected with each other. I also used the well-known data bases to 

help me find relevant articles and journals which will help to strengthen my theoretical 

framework i.e. Jstor, Emerald, Elin and Google scholar etc. 
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The most fascinating part to me about this research was that I could access any 

information through the databases any time of day and night no matter where I was.  

 

1.9 The Potential Audience 
 

The potential audience will be the fellow students and teachers and along that the 

banks in Pakistan who still using conventional banking and the western or non-Muslim 

countries. Other than banks, people who are not aware about Islamic banking, and 

specially those who think if it is interest free; how they can be profitable and successful. 

 

1.10 Ethical consideration 

 

While doing the research dignity and privacy of every interviewee was considered. 

Before the interview starts or research, individual he / she was notified about the aims, 

methods, anticipated benefits of the research and to what degree of confidentiality their 

answers will be kept. No questions were forced to answer from the interviewee. 

Interview was taken place with care; no aggressive attitude was used or which made 

interviewee threatened. Respect of religion was highly kept in mind, as topic is religion 

dependent. 

1.11  Sources to Literature Review 
 

As I started my research by selecting the topic Islamic bank, and to do that I have to 

base my studies on the Islamic principles itself, as I myself as author had vague 

knowledge about this topic “Islamic Banking”. I started my search through searching the 

databases of Malardalen University, which provide me with vast options of searching. I 

begin my search through Ebrary, Jstor and Emerald, and when I started I came to know 

that there is extensive amount of studies done on conventional banking than the topic 

regarding Islamic banking system, which was a kind of proof that Islamic banking is not 

as well known as conventional banking in western countries, along it the surprising thing 

was only five to six researches are made in Sweden which are available to student‟s on 

database, which moreover boost my motivation of doing such kind of research.  When it 

was time to divide the main sources, I divided my work between books, articles and 

journals which I found through Jstor. I didn‟t relied on the information provided on 
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internet although it was gigantic on this topic, because not all the information is 

available on web pages is relevant and to find their sources authenticity and reliability 

comes into question, which is supported by (Fisher, C.M. 2007). 

 

To proceed with the research I have to do a lot of study on the researches done by 

different scholars worldwide on Islamic banking, as this kind of banking came in mid 

nineteen‟s so I didn‟t need to go in history, scholars like Hassan & Bashir (2003), 

Samad & Hassan (2000), Rosly & Abu-Bakar (2003), Samad (1999), Samad (2004), 

Sufian (2007) and some of interesting studies by Kazarian, E. (1991) on Finance and 

economic development in Islamic banking. 

 

Firstly, to start the background after extensive research I choose Samuelsson, (2000) to 

explain how Muslims think and take the words of Allah (God) comparative to the 

western individual. Then going in details of background of Islam and Islamic banking 

with the research of Warde, (2000), Archer, (2002) and Scharf, T. (1983). Following with 

really interesting work done by Al-Omar, (1996) on categorizing the Islamic banks and 

with examples of countries, which countries are following that ways, which gave clear 

image of Islamic banking categories. 

 

Additionally I focused on work of Al-Omar, (1996) who further define four major 

principles of Islamic banking system and highlighting the process of Islamic banking 

system from the scholar Zineldin, M. (1990) who worked on empirical studies.  

 

On Interest rate there are many thoughts around and I found huge literature on it, there 

is recognition in Western literature that interest is unearned income. Brunner, though 

accepting the fundamental role of interest in the economic system, regarded interest as 

encouraging a “parasitical existence” (Brunner, 1937, p.437). Arguments against 

interest can also be found in Western philosophy where Aristotle, for instance, 

contended that money should function solely as a medium of exchange and not as a 

store of value (Cannon et al., 1992). The same view is present in Aquinas; interest 

undermines the stability of money as a measure of value by ascribing different time-

dependent values to the money supply. 

 

 Moreover, for Islamic banks, there is a divine command given by Allah (God) on Riba 

(interest) and I used the words found in the Holy Quran by identifying some verses on 

Riba and some thoughts of scholars Zineldin, M. (1990), Al-Omar, (1996) and Warde, 

(2000) for giving reasoning and explanations, why Riba is unfair. Along it giving an 
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overview on operations of customer accounts in Islamic banking from the thoughts of 

Imtiaz A. (1990) and Zineldin, M. (1990) explaining different kinds of accounts available 

to the customer and how they operate. 

 

Furthermore, to check the principles of Islamic bank in Pakistan I used the theory of 

financial products offered from Islamic banking from Usmani (1999), Imtiaz A. (1990) 

and Zineldin, M. (1990). The products which works on the principles explained by Al- 

Omar (1996), which are Musharakah, Mudarabah, Murabaha and Ijara. From which I 

analyzed the principles of  Islamic banks in Pakistan are followed successfully or not.  

Along that I use the theory on principle of conventional banks from (Buckle, 2000) in his 

book „Principles of banking‟ to check the principles of Islamic banking are similar to the 

conventional or not. 

In last part of literature I gave an overview of conventional banking system by 

researching different authors and supporting it by scholar Howells & Bain (2008) who 

explained conventional banking with a really broad perspective and defining it a three 

category process which is working on interest. 
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2 Theoretical Framework 
 

In this chapter, I will discuss the theory of conventional banking and Islamic Banking to 

observe the difference of conventional banking principles. This chapter will explain the 

principles of conventional banking, financial intermediation, Interest rate in western 

literature along with an overview of conventional banking and the principles of Islamic 

Banking, products offered in Islamic banking.  

 

2.1 Theory of Conventional Banking 

 

2.1.1 Principles of Conventional Banking 

 

According to Zaharuddin (2007), conventional banks operations and principles are 

manmade, conventional banking creates debtor-creditor relationships and lending 

money on interest, getting back on the basis of compounding interest. Furthermore, if a 

customer is default than they have to pay extra charges and even though could not do 

so they are declared bank corrupt. Conventional banks want to have a credit rating of 

potential loan borrower, from his bank history and assets Zaharuddin (2007). Removing 

the risk by implementing interest, this assures customers that their capital will be return 

with either higher or similar amount. Banks don‟t tolerate liability from customers, and 

benefit from interest Zaharuddin (2007). 

 

2.1.2 Financial Intermediation  

 

A financial system consists of financial markets and financial institutions and the main 

roles according to Buckle (2000, p.6) are: 

 “To provide payments mechanism 

 To facilitate lending and borrowing 

 To provide specialist services i.e. insurance and pensions. 

 To enable wealth holders to adjust the composition of their wealth”. 
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Financial intermediary works as follow (Buckle, 2000, p.15): 

 

Figure 1 Intermediation and direct financing 

Source: (Buckle, 2000, p.15) 

 

 

Further, it we look in the financial system, we can discuss the existence of financial 

intermediaries. According to Buckle (2000), they exist because there are different 

requirements of lenders and borrowers, transaction costs and problems arising out of 

information‟s asymmetries. “A financial intermediary is able to hold the long-term, high-

risk, claims issued by borrowers and finance this by issuing deposit claims with the 

characteristics of low-risk and short-term (often repayable on demand)” (Buckle, 2000, 

p.15). Moreover, financial intermediary will lend the money with a longer term to 

maturity which are called loans and will borrow funds that are short-term, called 

deposits (Buckle, 2000). 

 

 According to (Buckle (2000), Banks or intermediary can take information of each 

borrower and have their choice to select the potential borrower with good income or 

earnings and good record on repaying debt and shows a bank as advantage over the 

lender. 
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2.1.3 Interest Rate in Conventional Banking 

 

According to two economists (Wicksell, 1935; and F. Hayek) had captured interest rate 

as the reason of the business cycle. Two economists, K. Wicksell and F. Hayek, have 

written substantially to capture the role of interest rates as the cause of business cycles. 

Wicksell described fluctuations in terms of the divergence between the natural rate and 

the market rate of interest; any divergence would present itself as fluctuations in prices, 

not in output or employment. The monetary theories of the trade cycle espoused by 

Wicksell and Hayek are supported by the 'financial instability hypothesis' in emphasizing 

the role of interest rates in causing economic instability. Prominent amongst this school 

of thought were Veblen (1904), Keynes (1931) and Irving Fisher (1933). Similar is the 

view of James Robertson (1998) who in his work titled “Transforming Economic Life” 

said: 

 

"Today's money and finance system is unfair, ecologically destructive and economically 

inefficient. The money-must-grow imperative drives production (and thus consumption) 

to higher than necessary levels. It skews economic effort towards money out of money, 

and against providing real services and goods… …[It] also results in a massive world-

wide diversion of effort away from providing useful goods and services, into making 

money out of money. At least 95% of the billions of dollars transferred daily around the 

world are for purely financial transactions, unlinked to transactions in the real economy”. 

(James Robertson, 1998, p.35) 

 

Although not going so far as to advocate a scrapping away of the interest-based 

system, economists of many persuasions in Western literature have identified linkages 

between interest rates and macroeconomic instabilities which afflict most capitalist 

economies. An increasing number of economists from the twentieth century onwards 

attempted to explain cyclical fluctuations in terms of a divergence between the natural 

and the market rate of interest. Essentially, the main difference between market and 

natural rates of interest is that the former is determined by monetary forces in the loan 

able funds market, for instance, growth of money supply & bank credit creation, and the 

natural rate is determined by the profitability of investment. John Stuart Mill wrote that 

the most common error of the businessman was to suppose that changes in the 

quantity of money brought along changes in interest rates (Mill, 1826, p.646). Interest 

rate risk is the credit risk which is second important risk when determining the capital for 

the banking book (Alessandri, P., Drehmann, M. 2010). 

 

http://libhub.sempertool.dk/libhub?func=search&query=au:%22Alessandri,%20P.%22&language=en
http://libhub.sempertool.dk/libhub?func=search&query=au:%22Drehmann,%20M.%22&language=en
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2.1.4 Overview of Conventional Banking 

 

Conventional banking is one of the most foremost financial institutions of the economy.  

These banks “bring to being the most important ingredient of the money supply-demand 

deposits through the creation of money and credit in the form of loans and investment” 

Zineldin, M. (1990). Dealing with many aspects in day to day life i.e. financial-

intermediary, maximizing profit for business firm and creators of money and credit. 

A very well said about financial system by (Howells & Bain 2008) “A set of markets for 

financial instruments, and the individuals and institutions who trade in those markets, 

together with the regulators and supervisors of the system”. There are many areas to be 

focused in financial system of the financial institution, but the thing common you can 

find is linkage between surplus and deficit (Howells & Bain 2008, p.4). Further, (Engwall 

L. and Johanson J 1989) wrote “banks constitute important nodes between actors with a 

surplus of capital and those in need of additional financial resources”.  

The process of these conventional banks is really simple to understand these days; they 

act as middleman between savers and investors. They take savings from individuals 

and businesses, who spend less then they earn and they lend the same money to 

entrepreneurs, government agencies and individuals etc those who spend more than 

they earn, which called “loan” and you can say the people borrowers. In easy words, 

conventional banking can be categorized in three areas of operations: payments, 

borrowing, and lending. The main liabilities of banks are depositors and main assets are 

loans (Howells & Bain 2008, p.32). 

 

 

Figure 2: Conventional Banks operations categorized 

Source: Authors own 

Conventional 
banks 

Payments
Borrowing Lending
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Moreover, they are based on interest rates, latest financial crisis was observed because 

interest rates as well as mention before in the introduction. Usually in every country 

these conventional banks are connected to central banks, if in any case they get in 

financial crisis they can turn up to the central bank to get money or be able to keep 

operating (Howells & Bain, 2008, p.71). Furthermore, one way which could be use from 

these banks could be interbank loans. To be on safer hand every bank has reserve ratio 

for the supervision.  

 A new method over reserve ratio was introduced in 1988 by Basel committee for bank 

supervision, which was Basel I accord, regarding credit risk which is the risk that the 

counterparty of the bank cannot make payments on time (Howells & Bain, 2008, p.565). 

 

2.2 Theory of Islamic Banking 
 

 

2.2.1 Principles of Islamic Banking 

 

Before getting in confuse part, Islamic bank is mixture of commercial and investment 

bank, but they operate with Islamic norms (Al-Omar, 1996). “The core of this is that, as 

a mechanism for allocating financial resources, the rate of interest is replaced with the 

rate of return on real activities, which has variety of techniques and instruments based 

on risk and profit sharing (Profit and Loss Sharing- PLS)” (Zineldin, M. 1990, p.11).  PLS 

work in a very simple way that profit is shared between the bank and the business 

partner and then the banks profit is shared between the bank and the holders of 

investment deposits (Zineldin, M. 1990). 

 

 

The four principles for Islamic banking (Al-Omar, 1996, p.24) 
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 “All funds should preferably finance socially productive activity 

 There must be some risk, whether funds are used in commercial or 

productive venture. 

 Interest is forbidden in that it is a predetermined, fixed sum owed to the 

lender irrespective of the outcome of the business venture in which the 

fund is use. 

 Financial risk must lie solely with the lender of the capital and not with the 

manager or agent who works with the capital”. 

 

Islamic bank can be defined as financial, investment and social institution that drives its 

logic and beliefs from Islamic principles in all its operations. In Islamic bank framework 

there is a triangular relationship between three parties :( Zineldin, M. 1990, p.63) 

 “The ultimate or actual user of capital (entrepreneurs) 

 The bank which serves as partial user of capital and as an intermediary 

link 

 The supplier of savings or capital funds i.e. depositors”  

 

The general process as follow: 
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Figure 3: Process of Islamic Bank 

Source: ( Zineldin, M. 1990, p.64) 

 

2.3 Financial Products offered from Islamic Banking 
 

2.3.1 Musharakah 

 

According to Usmani (1999), Musharakah is Arabic word which means sharing. 

Whereas in the context of business and trade it means a joint enterprise in which 

partners share the profit and the loss of the joint venture. According to Usmani (1999), 

this an ideal alternative way for interest based financing. “Musharakah can play a vital 

role in an economy based on Islamic norms” (Usmani, 1999, p.203). Moreover, 

musharakah does not have fixed rate of return, the rate of return is based on actual 

profit earned by the joint venture and it can suffer loss if the joint venture fails to 

succeed (Usmani, 1999). According to Usmani (1999), the returns of the financer in 
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musharakah are linked directly with actual outcome acquired by the enterprise. Higher 

the profits of the enterprise, higher rate of return to the financer. 

Furthermore, According to Usmani (1999), Musharakah is a relationship which is 

established through mutual contract between the parties. The contract is done with free 

consent of the parties without any fraud or misrepresentation. Moreover, according to 

Usmani (1999), the proportion of profit is distributed between partners is agreed at the 

time of contract of musharakah, if it‟s not decided at that time the contract of 

musharakah is not valid. Furthermore, the ratio of profit is determined with proportion to 

the actual profit to the business and is not divided with proportion of capital invested by 

the individual or partner, profit will not be given more if the invested capital is more for 

the other. It will be divided on the basis of agreement. It‟s not allowed to fix a lump sum 

amount or give the profit on fix rate to any one of the partner, or any rate of profit 

proportion to the investment of the partner in contract of musharakah. 

Moreover, according to Usmani (1999), in contract of musharakah, if loss occurs in the 

business then the loss is shared according to the ratio of the investment, for example if 

investor has invested 30 percent of the capital in the business then the partner must 

suffer 30 percent of the loss, not more or less otherwise the contract will get invalid. The 

profit ratio can vary from the investment accordingly to the contract agreement between 

the partners whereas loss must be divided between the partners in exact proportion of 

investment. According to (Usmani, 1999, p.208), “Profit is based on the agreement of 

the parties, but loss is always subject to the ratio of investment”. 

Further, according to Usmani (1999), the nature of the capital in musharakah invested 

by each partner should must be in a liquid form, which means that the contract of 

musharakah is only based on the money and not on any other commodities. Moreover, 

in terms of management of the business every partner has a right to work or take part in 

it. However, the partners should agree on the condition that management should be 

carried from one of the partners and no other partner should work for the musharakah. 
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According to Usmani (1999), Musharakah can be terminated by any partner at any time 

after giving his partner a notice. If the assets are in cash form they will be distributed 

between the partners and if they are not in liquidated form then the partners agree 

either to liquidate the assets or distribute it or partition of assets as they are and if they 

assets are such which cannot be distributed i.e. machinery than they should be sold and 

money should be distributed. In addition, if any partner dies during the musharakah the 

contract of musharkah can be continued or terminated by the heirs of the partner.   

 

2.3.2 Mudarabah  

 

According to Imtiaz (1990), Mudarabah is an agreement between the investor (the rabb-

ul-maal, is the investor) and the entrepreneur (the mudrib, the one who takes the loan or 

bank), under which investor provides the funds to the entrepreneur who employ those 

funds to either setup a business from scratch or expand existing business with an 

intention to make profit. The profit is shared between both the parties according to a 

fixed ratio, however in the occurrence of loss the investor has to take the strain alone. 

According to Usmani (1999), in mudarabh investor acts as a sleeping partner and has 

no right to participate or has a role in the management of the business. It is only carried 

out from the bank. Further, the loss of the investment is only beard from the investor 

and not from the manager, but in case if the loss has been done by the mistake of the 

manager then the loss is beard by the manager of the bank. Such as if labour has been 

in vain and his work has not brought any success. Moreover if investor want to sell the 

investment or terminate the contract, manager don‟t get his share of working until the 

business is sold in profit and therefore manager is not entitled to claim his 

share(Usmani, 1999). 
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2.3.3 Murabaha 

 

According to Imtiaz (1990), Murabaha is an agreement between a seller (bank) and the 

buyer (lessee), and refers to a type of sale contract where the price of the goods 

includes the profit margin agreed ahead of time by both the seller and the buyer. The 

disclosure of selling price, purchase price, profit margin and other costs is required at 

the time of sale agreement. It may consider bank as a middleman and the profit margin 

it earns should be considered as compensation for the time value of money. The 

payments under Murabaha may be deferred, upfront or paid in installments over a 

certain period of time but the bank is not compensated monetarily in case of any late 

payments.  

According to (Zineldin, M. 1990), the title of ownership of the equipment remains with 

the bank until all the money is paid to the bank, much similar to “rent to own” agreement 

in conventional banking.  

2.3.4 Ijara 

 

According to Imtiaz (1990), Ijara is a contract where Islamic bank purchases an asset 

and leases it to a client and the contract of lease specify the leasing period, amount, 

timing of the payments and the responsibilities of both parties during the life of the 

lease. 

“Ijara financing, where the bank purchases the asset and allows the entrepreneur to use 

it for a fixed charge. The ownership of the asset either remains with the bank or is 

gradually transferred to the entrepreneur in a rent-to-own contract. Ijara financing is the 

traditional contract for what is known as leasing today”. (Aggarwal & Yousef, 2000, 

p.97). 
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According to Imtiaz (1990), the Islamic banks Ijara contract differentiates between the 

financing and operating lease. In operating lease Islamic bank acts as warrantor of the 

asset and client makes the undertaking of the utilization of the asset and its 

maintenance with full responsibility. On the other hand, in financing lease, “client must 

deal with the manufacturer and supplier directly in matters relating to leased assets and 

risk of losing on possession in terms of stipulations of the lease contract” (Imtiaz, 1990, 

p.267). 

 

 

2.4 Riba (Interest) 
 

According to Holy Quran, interest (riba) is prohibited and considered as a major sin, in 

both payment and receipt of interest. Prohibition of interest is a way to establish justice 

between the financer and entrepreneur. With interest financer is assured of a positive 

return without sharing the risk (Zineldin, M. 1990; Al-Omar, 1996).  

 
There are three main reasons for prohibition of interest according to (Warde, 2000). 

 Riba is unfair 

Traditional relationship between borrower and lender is on interest, borrower has 

chance to receive all the profit or the risk to face all the losses that occur, whereas 

lender earns money what so ever (Warde, 2000). 

 Riba is exploitative 

It is exploitative because favoring rich, as surplus of money and it force needy and poor 

to borrow (Warde, 2000). 

 Riba is unproductive 

Money should be used in economic ventures and contribute to the economy and 

enhance welfare. 
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2.5 Categories of Islamic Banks 
 

There are five categories of Operating Islamic Banks (Al-Omar, 1996, p.22): 

 Islamic Development Bank 

 Islamic banks which exist in non-Muslim countries whose monetary authorities 

do recognize their Islamic Character (Faisal International Bank (FIB) in 

Copenhagen, Denmark) 

 The banks which operate in countries where the whole banking system is 

overseen in some way by religious bodies (like in Pakistan )  

 Banks in non-Muslim countries that have great similarities and values to Islamic 

Banking, but they are not recognized as Islamic Banks. ( Like JAK bank in 

Sweden) 

The banks which operate in Muslim countries and which co-exist with interest based 

banks (for example in Jordan, Egypt, and Malaysia). 

 

2.6 Account available to customers  
 

The opening of account in Islamic banking is different than the normal western banking 

style which has ordinary debtor and creditor relationship, but it is a partner relationship. 

In which shareholders, depositors, borrowers and investors will participate on 

partnership basis (Zineldin, M. 1990). 

The main accounts available to customers according to (Zineldin, M. 1990, p.69-71): 

I. Demand deposit accounts (known as current accounts) 

II. Saving accounts 

III. Investment accounts 
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2.6.1 Demand Deposit Account 

 

These kinds of account in Islamic bank don‟t earn any income from depositor directly or 

indirectly. “The Islamic bank receives these funds as a loan and their repayment to the 

current account customers is absolute and unconditional on its part. If these funds are 

used by the Islamic bank for productive purpose, the Islamic bank and the customer 

bears the risk and reward and the former assumes full responsibility for all consequence 

of their use. The Islamic bank may, if conditions require charge fees to cover expense to 

service current account customers. Balance in current accounts is direct liabilities of the 

Islamic bank” (Imtiaz A. 1990, p.262).  

 

2.6.2 Saving Account 

 
According to (Zineldin, M. 1990), in this account customer usually wants to save some 

funds and to earn income. In Islamic banking these funds are used in short range 

investment projects and ventures and can be withdrawn at any time. Government 

guarantees at the nominal value of the deposits. The risk will be there, no guaranteed 

profit will be there. Depositor will not receive any premium if the bank incurs a loss on its 

investment projects (Zineldin, M. 1990, p.70-71). 

 

2.6.3 Investment Account 

 
In this kind of account investor deposit their money and want to be invested by Islamic 

bank, under their supervision. It is done on trust basis with terms and conditions 

between investor and Islamic bank, dependent on relationship. Investors have to 

consider all risk and rewards in these investments. Islamic bank receives fixed amount 

of percentage from the profit earned from the investment of investor, which can be 

assume as management fees and Islamic bank can forego the part of its share of profit 

for the benefit of the investors (Imtiaz A. 1990). Whereas on the other hand for any case 

investment acquire by Islamic bank obtain a net loss, “it is borne by investors on a pro 

rata basis” (Imtiaz A. 1990, p.270). At that time Islamic bank will waive the management 

fees as such kind of fees is only applicable on the profit obtained. Furthermore, “Islamic 

bank is liable for loss only in the event of its gross negligence in the performance of its 

trust functions, if it is proved as such” (Imtiaz A. 1990, p.270-271).  
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3 Methodology 
 

3.1 Methodological Stance 

 

There are two different research strategies to explain the research approach in scientific 

research. These are quantitative and qualitative research approach (Bryman, 2002). 

The two types of researches, qualitative and quantitative research approach has always 

been a controversial issue; to recognize that which topic lies under which type of 

research. However debates helps researcher to understand the characteristics of both 

approach of researches. 

 

Qualitative approach of research helps to explore and understand the areas of research 

for researcher, whereas on other hand, quantitative approach doesn‟t allow. Such as, 

personal experiences, cultural phenomena, social behaviors and organizational 

functioning; this kind of information could not be obtained via statistical methods or 

other quantitative methods (Pope and Mays, 1995). In qualitative research, scientist in 

question gathers and analyzes data with emphasis on words, instead of quantification of 

the data and the relationship between research and theory is inductive. In qualitative 

research it is important to investigate how individuals perceive and interpret the reality 

or social reality, in which they involved in. Scientist look for contextual comprehension 

and participant view is considered important (Bryman, 2002). 

 

In quantitative approach of research gathering of empirical data is quantified. It is 

quantified and compiled to get the view of the research. This kind of research is 

deductive, relationship between research and theory is deductive; and characterized as 

positivism. Research intends to test theories, along with some surveys, experiments 

and questionnaires are performed in this kind of research approach (Bryman, 2002). 

 

 

This dissertation describes and analyzes how three Islamic banks in Pakistan follow the 

principles of Islamic banking.  The complexity and exploratory nature of topic make this 

research qualitative.  This dissertation relies on qualitative information based on 

observations, descriptions and interviews. As it is deductive research, case being 

studied from the observations and allowed researcher to understand without making 
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any assumptions. In interviews there are two kinds of them, open and close. Open 

interview help the interviewee describe the issue without being formal or structured.  

 

Furthermore, if we look at the social scientific research field, there are two kinds, 

Positivism and Hermeneutics. Positivism is the approach in which theories are used in 

deductive way and it lead to generate hypothesis testing. Whereas Hermeneutics 

approach is based on understanding and interpretation, in which social reality is studied 

and is moreover inductive way of research (Bryman, 2002). From which I can perceive 

that this dissertation is using Inductive approach of study. 

 

3.2 Research Method 

3.2.1 Method 

 

This dissertation is based on primary data and mostly on secondary data, primary study 

will consist of series of interviews from three managers in Islamic bank from Pakistan on 

Skype or telephonic conversation, whereas secondary study will consist on different 

scientific articles, books and some doctoral dissertation; that already had some 

research on similar topic (Kazarian, E. 1991). 

 

Since work is Qualitative in nature thus I had to rely on interviews, articles and 

observations in order to fully grasp the social phenomena. Scientific articles are given 

more significance for this dissertation as they are more valued according to Fisher, C.M. 

(2007). To do qualitative thesis was due to understand the topic. The goal of 

understanding a phenomenon from the point of view of the participants and it is 

particular social and institutional context is largely lost when textual data are quantified 

(Kaplan and Maxwell, 1994). One of the most logical writers on methodology was 

William Perperel Montague (1952), he defined methodology “the ways of knowing” and 

subdivided in two parts; logic and epistemology. 

 

Empirical materials I read and understood consisted of interviews, through to archival 

research like published documents. This data allowed me to have better understanding 

the functions the bank performs. 
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3.2.2 Data Collection 

 

There are many ways of data collection according to (Yin, 2002) which includes 

experiments, development of models and case studies etc. In this dissertation, two 

types of data were used to collect the information, Primary and Secondary data. 

Secondary data which is used are books, articles and electronic sources. Secondary 

data is used to collect information on the research topic, using different authors and 

scholars giving the view on literature.  

 

 

On the other hand, primary data which is considered as case studies for this research, it 

will be in form of interviews based on the questionnaire with the help of theoretical 

framework (see appendix) from the three main Banks in Pakistan, who offer Islamic 

Interest free banking system. Interviews had been taken through internet on Skype, 

because interviews are based in another country i.e. Pakistan so it‟s convenient for both 

interviewee and interviewer. Moreover, to communicate on Skype it is very cheap for 

the researcher to do a detail interview and gives flexibility to both parties. 

 

 

For interviews appointments were arranged from the Managers of three Islamic Banks 

in Pakistan to take the interview on schedule as time is constraint. Interviews were 

recorded, that they can be summarized by the authors to include in the findings and will 

not be published to any other party, to keep ethical consideration as mentioned.   

Questions for the interview were open ended questions, which will make interviewee to 

answer without any pressure on him. 

 

 

Three banks which were interviewed were based in Lahore, Pakistan. Three banks are 

Muslim Commercial Bank (MCB), Bank Alfalah and Faisal Bank. Interviews were taken 

on specific dates and time as mentioned below in the table.  
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Banks Position  Date Time Interviewer 

MCB General Manager 01-05-2011 10:00 am Avais Pervez 

Alfalah Manager 02-05-2011 11:00 am Avais Pervez 

Faysal Manager 29-04-2011 3:00 pm Avais Pervez 

  
Figure 4: Interview Details 

Source: Authors own 

 

 

The first interview was from the manager of Faysal bank in Lahore, Pakistan. Interview 

was arranged through some personal links of the brother of researcher, as to get an 

interview on time and through internet researcher used some links. The second 

interview was with the General Manager of Head Quarters in Lahore, Pakistan of the 

MCB bank, and it‟s arranged via email from the researcher as the manager is really co-

operative and it was based on Skype as well. The last interview again was arranged 

through the reference, reference of the father of the researcher and it was from 

manager of Bank Alfalah, local branch in Lahore, Pakistan. During the interview and in 

arrangement of the interview no pressure was implied, only references are used to get 

interview on time, as researcher is familiar with the caliber of work situation in Pakistan, 

no questions was forced to answer in any case. 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Justification of Methodology of data collection 

 

I as a researcher and author of this paper used qualitative method of data collection, 

which is mono-method. As it‟s a Master Level thesis, limited resources and time was 

kept in consideration every moment in the mind. 
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3.2.4 Author Knowledge 

 

The knowledge of author on this topic was very limited, although the author has 

background knowledge of Islam and is Muslim by faith. But somehow it was a 

complementary knowledge to author, where he has to understand the Shariah, as for 

him it was quite familiar term and easy to proceed with research. 

 

3.2.5 Ideographic Explanation 

 

Wilhelm Windelband (1980), coined two terms during his lifetime to describe two 

different approaches to knowledge, Ideographic and Nomothetic approach. Ideographic 

explanation is more suitable for the qualitative knowledge, which is more often 

expressed in humanities, whereas nomothetic tends to be more quantitative way of 

knowledge. In my case, it is ideographic explanation because my research is qualitative 

in nature and concerned with the social behavior in certain environment. 
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4 Findings 
 

In this chapter I discussed about the religious concept of Islamic banks and then 

findings through the interviews of three Islamic banks (MCB, Alfalah and Faysal) in 

Pakistan. 

 

4.1 Islamic Interest Free Banking System  
 

The whole concept of Islamic banking is based on religion „Islam‟, a religion which is 

guided by the word of God (Allah) in the Holy book “Quran”. In this holy book, God has 

identified the dos and the don‟ts of living a good life. In Islam authorities are categorized 

as:  

 

 Shariah (Islamic Law), which consist of Quran, Hadith, Sunnah, Ijma and Ijtihad 

(Zineldin, M. 1990). 

 

 “The fiqh, which represents Islamic jurisprudence based on a body of laws 

deducted from the Shariah by Islamic scholars” (Jobst, 2007) 
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4.2 Interviews of three Banks 

 

4.2.1 Muslim Commercial Bank (MCB) 

 

As my first interview was with the General Manager of MCB in headquarters of Gulberg, 

Lahore, Pakistan branch on the formulated questionnaire, who told significant 

information about Islamic interest free banks and offerings. He told that their bank start 

the Islamic banking division on 1st January, 2003. The reason he told that influenced 

MCB to become Islamic bank was religious, as Pakistan is an Islamic country with 

majority living of Muslims; he told that the only reason was religious, as riba is forbidden 

in Holy Quran, so this kind of bank follows the Shariah. Moreover, he highlighted the 

appropriate reasons for depositors in Islamic interest free bank in Pakistan are to apply 

the Islamic cannon law and ensure that it is based on Shariah. 

Furthermore, he told that MCB also offers conventional way of banking system in 

Pakistan and they have some specific branches in every city of the country who offer 

Islamic interest free banking, although he was not able to answer accurate branches in 

each city, but he told approximately five to ten branches in each major cities offer 

Islamic banking of MCB in Pakistan. On the question of amount of deposits, he told that 

it depends on the depositors but it‟s not like that customer who have to deposit in 

Islamic Bank they deposit less, but comparative to conventional system the capital has 

high turnover than Islamic banks. 

He told that the principles MCB follow is quite similar to the other Islamic Banks, he told 

that any predetermined payment over and above the actual amount of the principal is 

prohibited, lender should share the profits or losses for which money was lent, 

investments should be supported only when the products or practices are not forbidden 

in religion of Islam.  
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According to MCB (2011), Musharkah is an agreement between the bank and the 

customer; in which bank invest the money in business venture. The system works on 

profit and loss sharing system. According to MCB (2011), profit between two partners is 

shared between the two partners and the ratio of the profit is decided at the time of 

agreement is signed and if not so than the agreement is not valid. Further, according to 

MCB (2011), profit is decided on the actual profit earned by the business, in which it is 

invested and if the business is loss than loss is shared between the partners as well. 

However, in case of loss the loss is shared in the ratio of capital invested by the partner 

and it‟s not the case in profit. Rate of return of profit is total depend on the business and 

it‟s not fixed that every year the profit will same or increase with same proportion.  

According to MCB (2011), Musharakah contract can be terminated after two years of 

the signing the contract and if it‟s not terminated than it could be terminated after ten 

years only and the profit and loss is shared on yearly basis. Furthermore, according to 

MCB (2011), in Mudarabah investor invest money through bank manager and investor 

act as a sleeping partner and investor don‟t has any right for the management of the 

business. According to MCB (2011), actual profit of the business is shared between the 

two partners( investor and manager) based on the ratio agreed at the time of agreement 

and  if there is a loss in the business than it is beard by the investor only, manager don‟t 

share the loss. 

Moreover, MCB (2011) works with Murabaha, in which MCB buys the asset on behalf of 

the companies and sell them on profit which can be called as short term financing as 

well. But according to MCB (2011), the profit is not on fixed rate and during the time 

period of buying and selling if the assets get loss than the loss is beard by MCB Islamic 

bank. MCB Ijara works like a rent, according to MCB (2011), ijara contract is done only 

on the products which are not perishable i.e. car and fixed rent is charged on it plus the 

profit margin on it. 
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He told that financial risk is beard from the lender of the capital and all funds which are 

financed should be used in socially productive activity according to the Islamic law and 

not involved with stock market. Further, on the question of expenses (Question 9) he 

appreciated the question and answered that it‟s been covered through some charges 

from customers and they are fixed amount, but they are not fixed on any amount or any 

percentage depending on the capital. The charges are totally varied according to the 

customer‟s relationship and contracts and by these charges our Islamic bank covers the 

expenses. He said that he don‟t know exact amount of proportion of people of Pakistan 

who are using this kind of banks but people are adapting to this kind of bank now more 

comparative to the previous years. He added more that this kind of bank is opened to a 

person with any religion and in Pakistan majority is Muslims so it‟s been adapted by 

Muslims as if they use this kind of system they feel they are still practicing their religion 

by avoid banks which are based on Interest and he told that till now in his experience he 

didn‟t saw any customer, who is customer of Islamic bank with other beliefs. In the last 

question he did not felt to go in detail and told that these accounts work on system of 

Profit loss and sharing (PLS) and customer and bank both share the profit and loss on 

the investment, percentage depending on the contract between the bank and customer, 

so there is no specific percentage it totally depends on relations and investments.  

 

4.2.2 Bank Alfalah 

 

As my second interview was with the Manager of Bank Alfalah at Gulberg, Lahore, 

Pakistan branch on the formulated questionnaire, who told significant information about 

Islamic interest free banks and offerings. He told me that their bank started the concept 

of Islamic interest free banking in Pakistan in year 2003. The reason which influenced 

Bank Alfalah to become Islamic bank was the growing knowledge of people towards 

religion and other competing banks start offering this kind of banking system. He added 

the appropriate reason for depositors in Islamic bank of Bank Alfalah is to apply the 
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Shariah, guidance of Islamic law. Further he told that Bank Alfalah also offer other 

traditional system of banking along with Islamic Banking and branches of Islamic 

banking are more in major and densely populated cities and one branch in small cities 

and there are some cities where there is not even a single branch. 

On the question of depositor‟s sum of money they deposit, he laughed and answered. 

He told that usually customer who work with our Islamic banking they don‟t use 

traditional banking system. There could be some who use both but if you compare both 

nature of customer than capital for traditional bank is high than Islamic bank, but it is 

improving every year with awareness of Islamic banking system in customers. 

Moreover, he told the principles of Bank Alfalah Islamic bank, that riba is forbidden in 

Islam, so we don‟t deal with it. Investments are only supported if the practices are not 

forbidden in Islam, which he elaborate a bit and told, like trading in alcohol etc. He 

emphasize that lender must share the profit and loss arising out of the company for 

which money was lent. 

According to Bank Alfalah (2011), Mushakarah is contract between two partners for a 

joint venture. The contract is based on Profit and loss sharing system. Profit and loss 

ratio is calculated from the investment done in the business ventures from the partners. 

If the business venture makes a profit than profit is shared according to the ratio of the 

capital invested from the partner and if there is a loss in business than it‟s shared 

according to capital invested by the partner as well. According to Bank Alfalah (2011), 

Musharakah contract can only be terminated after certain period of time, which is in 

gaps (2, 5 and 10 years). If in between one of the partner is dead than the contract can 

be terminated on the nearest time period of expiry and it will be divided between two 

partners after selling the business, in liquid cash. Furthermore, according to Bank 

Alfalah (2011), mudarabah contract is also an agreement between bank and investor 

but in this case investor acts as a sleeping partner and don‟t have any authority to work 

in as management of the business. The actual profit of business is share between the 
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bank and the investor, but loss is only beard from the investor until or unless the 

mistake is done from the bank on managing the business properly. 

Moreover, according to Bank Alfalah (2011), Murahaba is like financing of assets and 

short period of time and it‟s done on profit, rather than the interest rate. Banks buys the 

products for their customers and sell them at profit, the price of the goods includes the 

profit margin agreed ahead of time by both the seller and the buyer. Further, Bank 

Alfalah (2011) added that Ijara is like a rental contract, bank charge the fixed rate of rent 

plus the profit margin to the customers. The products which bank offers are only non 

perishable products. If the product is somehow destroy than the loss is beard by the 

bank. 

Further, he told that financial risk is beard by the lender of the capital and no one else 

and said that all funds financed should be used in social productive activity. On asking 

question 9 (see appendix) he told that we cover our expenses through administration 

charges and that charges are fixed and are not depending on percentage of the 

amount. It is all depending on the contract and the relationship with the customers. He 

further told that at the moment not many people have adapted to this kind of banking 

system because they don‟t have awareness of this system and along that not much 

people are true Muslims as they are still using interest based banks which is not correct 

according to Islamic law. Customers which we have they are really religious and are  

true Muslims, although there is no rule that only Muslims can avail this facility of banking 

system, but as it is Pakistan; majority population is Muslim as it is an Islamic country. 

On the last question, manager described a bit, he told current accounts works in a really 

simple way, the money depositors give to bank is as loan and they invest that money 

and the profit or loss on that investment is shared through bank and depositor, 

depending on the contract. Whereas in saving account it works similarly but customer 

can take money any time and government of Pakistan guarantees at the nominal value 

of deposit but risk will be there.  In investment accounts investor has to consider all the 
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risk and contract is done between our Islamic bank and investor and contract based 

profit or loss shared, and investor cannot get the money until investment is mature. 

 

4.2.3 Faysal Bank 

 

As my last interview was with the Manager of Faysal Bank at Mall road branch, Lahore, 

Pakistan on the formulated questionnaire, he told significant information about Islamic 

interest free banks and offerings. He told that Faysal Bank start offering Islamic interest 

free banking in Pakistan in year 2003 as all other banks were introducing it and 

somehow it was orders from the State Bank of Pakistan to implement the system, so 

their bank started this concept.  He told the first reason which influenced their bank to 

become Islamic was because State Bank wants them and  it was been offered by other 

banks as well, behind this was religious reasons, as religious bodies working in 

Pakistan wanted this kind of system. The reasons he told which are appropriate for 

depositor in Faysal Islamic Bank are to apply the Shariah which is Islamic law for 

Muslims. Further he added that Faysal Bank also offers conventional way of banking 

system as well and he was the only manager who can accurately tell Islamic bank 

branches in Pakistan for Faysal Bank, he told that they have 13 branches of Islamic 

banks in Pakistan, with 5 in Karachi which is densely populated city and 3 in Lahore and 

rest in other small cities, this is really less in numbers. 

Moreover, he told that customers who deposit money in Islamic bank are not customers 

of conventional banking system and they deposit huge amount of moneys, it‟s not that if 

it is Islamic they deposit less. He briefed the principles and used saying “there are really 

basic principles and easy to understand”. Principles he told were, speculation is 

prohibited which he named “Gharar” . Investments will only be supported if the practices 

are not forbidden in Islam or according to Shariah. Riba is forbidden, any predetermined 

payment over and above the actual principal amount is prohibited and in last he said 

lender should share the profit and losses. 
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According to Faysal Bank (2011), Musharkah is concept of profit and loss sharing 

between the two partners and it is down with a formal contract. In musharkah contract 

two partners invest in a potential business and than actual profit and loss is shared 

between two partners on the ratio of the capital invested by the two partners.  According 

to Faysal Bank (2011), in musharakah agreement partners can work as management of 

the business as well and it has to be decided at the time of signing the contract between 

two partners. Contract cannot be terminated less than two years and if it is terminated 

than the business should be sold and divided in partners in liquid form. Further, 

mudarabah is contract in which investor act as a sleeping partner and invest through 

bank in potential business. Then actual profit is shared between the investor and the 

bank depending on the ratio decided at the time of signing the agreement. If there is 

loss in the business than loss is beard from the investor only, not the bank. 

According to Faysal Bank (2011), bank buys the products for short period of time and 

sell it to the customers on profit is known as Murahaba. In between of this process if the 

product is damaged or accidentally destroyed then the loss is beard from the bank only. 

The rate of profit is always varied depending the prices of vendors. According to Faysal 

Bank (2011), Ijara is a rental contract between Islamic bank and customer is which 

customer pays fixed rent plus fixed profit margin on the non perishable products and in 

case the product is destroyed than the loss is beard from the customers only. 

He further answered on question, that financial risk beard by the lender of the capital 

and he said “yes we do require that funds financed should be socially productive”. He 

told that Faysal Islamic Bank covers their expenses through the fixed charges from the 

customers and those charges are not calculated from the amount deposited, it‟s fixed 

according to bank laws and applies to all customers in different manner and he told that 

for opening current account it charge Rs. 5000. He told that he cannot tell the exact 

proportion of people adapted to Islamic bank, but he added that customers at the 

moment are more in conventional banking in Pakistan if we look with a naked eye and 

customers with strong belief are more attracting to this kind of system. He told that 
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Islamic bank is open to any customer with any belief but in Pakistan all customers are 

Muslims as it‟s an Islamic country and people are Muslims and this banks is more 

favored from the people who are more religious. In the last question manager told, that 

demand deposit, saving and investment accounts work similar but in investment 

account an depositor cannot take out the money until the investment is mature and it all 

works on the system of profit and loss sharing and he used term “PLS” for this.  
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5 Analysis 
 

In this part of the thesis, I will analyze the Principles of Islamic Banking in Pakistan and 

judge that are those three focused banks (MCB, Alfalah and Faysal) following the 

principles or not? This I will do on the base of empirical findings done from Islamic 

Banking in Pakistan, written in preceding chapter of the thesis.  

Firstly, in the beginning to check that Islamic banks in Pakistan are following the 

principles, according to the principle of Islamic bank from Al-Omar, (1996), “There must 

be some risk, whether funds are used in commercial or productive venture”. Which if we 

compare to the findings we observed from the three banks on the financial product; 

which they offer known as Musharakah, it shows that they are following the principles. 

As in Musharakah contract partners of joint venture are treated on profit and loss 

sharing basis and if there is a profit than it is divided according to the ratio as decided at 

the time of signing of the contract and if it‟s loss than it is divided according to the 

proportion of capital invested which shows that three Islamic banks (MCB, Faysal and 

Alfalah) in Pakistan are following this first basic principle in which it states that there 

must risk involved as there is profit and loss. 

However, if we go in deeper of the Musharakah contract concept of Usmani (1999), 

then it‟s observed that only MCB is adapting the proper concept of Musharkah in 

Pakistan as according to Usmani (1999), “in contract of musharakah, if loss occurs in 

the business than the loss is shared according to the ratio of the investment”. This 

principle is only followed by MCB and not other two Islamic banks (Alfalah and Faysal) 

as in other two banks profit is shared according to ratio of capital investment as well, 

this is not correct, profit should be shared according to the agreement rather than ratio 

of capital. 
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 Moreover, the profit sharing ratio in three Islamic banking of Pakistan for Musharakah 

contract is followed as per defined by Usmani (1999). Further, in Musharakah contract 

any partner can manage the business and it should be agreed between the partner at 

the time of signing of the contract which also properly followed by three Islamic banks in 

Pakistan.  

In addition, if look at the second basic principle of the Islamic banks from Al-Omar, 

(1996), “Financial risk must lie solely with the lender of the capital and not with the 

manager or agent who works with the capital”. then it is not followed same as define in 

Islamic bank principles, three Islamic banks of Pakistan are following majority of the 

principle but with some different concept which is used in Mudaraba (Imtiaz, 1990),, 

according to the principle from Al-Omar, (1996), the lender should solely bear the risk; 

but as observed from the interviews Islamic banks in Pakistan are following little 

different format. Which is that manager or agent also bears the financial risk if the 

mistake in the business is done from the manager or agent of the Islamic bank, which 

shows that this principle is not completely adapted by the Islamic banks in Pakistan. 

Although, it‟s observed that principles on managing the business in Mudaraba contract, 

it‟s followed as defined by the Usmani (1999), that investor cannot participate in the 

business management, only the manager can manage the business. 

Moreover, it is the same case in Murabaha, the Islamic bank bear the loss in short term 

financing if the product is destroyed during the time period of buying and selling the 

assets to customer. This is identified that this principle is not completely followed by the 

Islamic banks in Pakistan, as manager or agent should bear financial risk, which denies 

the principle according Al-Omar, (1996). But if we look at the basic concept of 

Murabaha then Islamic bank are following the process of Murabaha(Imtiaz, 1990),  

concept in which Islamic banks buys the assets for short period of time for their 

customers and sell them at profit, which also known as short term financing in 

conventional way of banking. In addition, the last financial product offered from the 

Islamic banks Ijara, is followed properly from the Islamic banks in Pakistan, as 
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explained from Imtiaz (1990). Islamic banks in Pakistan work like rental contract for 

Ijara, they purchase the assets which are non perishable and give on rent plus profit 

margin to the customers and if in between this process or till the ending of the contract 

that assets is destroyed than the loss is bear by the Islamic bank in Pakistan and it is 

followed completely by the Islamic banks in Pakistan. 

Secondly, to further check the principle of Islamic Banks in Pakistan, all three managers 

had same answers but in different manner. According to them Islamic banks principles 

are derived from the religion Islam and based on the Islamic Shariah. The principles 

which were found from the managers of three Islamic banks in Pakistan were similar 

and were that any predetermined payment over and above the actual amount of the 

principal is prohibited, lender should share the profits or losses for which money was 

lent, investments should be supported only when the products or practices are not 

forbidden in religion of Islam, financial risk is beard from the lender of the capital and all 

funds which are financed should be used in socially productive activity which is 

supported from Shariah. It was determined that Shariah forbid business ventures  in 

field which are forbidden in religion Islam, such as running a business for alcohol, 

opening a casino etc.  

Furthermore, it is observed that MCB is following the principles properly compare to the 

other two banks (Alfalah and Faysal), with the general principles of Islamic banking. As 

loss is shared according to the ratio of investment, and profit is shared as decided in 

contract. This is not followed by Alfalah and Faysal Bank. The reason for this difference 

is that these three banks are also offering conventional banking system and they have 

specific branches for Islamic banks and these banks are supported from conventional 

bank system, so there principles are differing in three banks. Further it is observed that 

there is no check and balance on the principles these Islamic banks from the state bank 

of Pakistan. 
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On the contrary, if I look at the principles of conventional bank provided in theory part, 

the difference exist. Differences according to the findings are that  conventional banking 

system are based and rest on interest rate whereas Islamic Banking in Pakistan are 

based on equity based system, in other words Profit and Loss sharing (PLS). As in 

conventional banking creates debtor-creditor relationship and in Islamic banking it‟s on 

partnership basis between depositor and bank.  

Moreover, conventional banks look for the credit rating or banking history of the 

customer before any finance, whereas Islamic Banking in Pakistan do the same, check 

the bank history before financing, as stated from the State Bank of Pakistan as told from 

the manager of the MCB bank, which shows that Islamic bank have some similar 

characteristics like the conventional banks. Further if I look the principles of 

conventional banks are manmade and constituted differently in different countries but 

with basic principle of interest. But in Islamic banking in Pakistan principles are not 

based on interest, as Allah (God) has forbidden Riba (interest) and principles are 

constituted from the religious body on the basis of Islamic Shariah. Conventional banks 

remove the risk by putting interest rate where as Islamic bank in Pakistan tolerate the 

risk, as it‟s been shared between bank and depositor, work like partners.  

In the end, I can say after my research that Islamic banking in Pakistan have similar 

principles as defined by Islamic Shariah, which I compare to the  general principles of 

Islamic banks provided from Al-Omar, (1996) in finding chapter, they are similar or but 

not totally same. From which I can say that Islamic interest free banks in Pakistan are 

somehow following the principles as they are not similar to traditional bank and are not 

based on interest rate system, they are based on equity based system. But Islamic 

Banks in Pakistan are not following the principles completely as earlier mention there 

are some adjusted principles observed after interviews with the managers. 
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6 Conclusion 
 

As this thesis is set out to understand and explore the principles of Islamic Interest Free 

Banking in Pakistan and investigate empirically that Islamic Banks of Pakistan are 

following those principles. Which are founded empirically from the interviews of the 

three bank managers of three different banks in Pakistan. To do this research I compare 

the principles of Islamic Banking in Pakistan to the principles of conventional banking 

and the financial products offered from the Islamic Banks. 

Islamic Banks in Pakistan are not following the principles completely as it is observed 

from the interview of the two banks that in Mudarabah contract bank also bear the loss if 

the mistake is done from the manager of the bank which denies the principle from Al-

Omar, (1996). The concept of financial product Ijara was completely followed by Islamic 

banks in Pakistan. 

 Although the principles of Islamic banks in Pakistan are similar but are modified with 

some Pakistan country regulations as observed from the interviews. Moreover, on the 

comparison with the conventional bank principles it is being observed that the principles 

are different but banks which were interviewed had different branches that offer 

conventional banks principles as well but not in Islamic banking branches. 

Furthermore, it‟s been observed that Islamic Banks in Pakistan are following the 

principles according to Islamic law as made and finance are not supported by banks if 

they are not according to the Shariah. Customers to Islamic Banks in Pakistan are not in 

majority as compare to the conventional banks, which was observed and told by 

managers. I feel that principles of Islamic Banks in Pakistan are somehow followed 

successfully. But I feel that there are more questions to be asked as this topic is really 

new and should researched more. Therefore, future research can be done on 

questions: 
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 To what extent Islamic Banks are more efficient than conventional banks in 

Pakistan? 

 

 Why customers of Islamic Banks are less in ratio than conventional banks of 

Pakistan?  

 

 Does Islamic Banks give more benefit to customer or the economy? 

 

 How Islamic financing work interest free in Islamic Banks in Pakistan? 

 

 

In the end, it can be concluded that the principles of Islamic Banks in Pakistan are 

based on equity system or profit and loss sharing (PLS), which is not similar to the 

conventional banking system, which are interest based. Islamic banks are implementing 

risk in the investments and support or finance the business which is according to 

Shariah. This shows that Islamic Banking principles are different to normal banking and 

are similar to the teaching of Shariah (Islamic law) and Islamic banks in Pakistan are 

somehow successful to follow the principles but not completely. 

All in all, after this research and analysis on the principles of Islamic banks in Pakistan I 

can say that Islamic banks in Pakistan not work more on their principle following as 

some of the principles are not being followed as it should be.  

Further my case give awareness to people know more about the principles of Islamic 

banks and after doing analysis on the principles based on Islamic banks in Pakistan. 
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8  Appendices 
 

8.1 Appendix-A Questionnaire 
 

1. When your Bank Start the concept of Islamic Interest Free Banking in Pakistan? 

2. Which reasons influenced your bank to become Islamic Bank in Pakistan? 

3. Which reason you think are appropriate for depositors in Islamic Interest Free 

Banking in Pakistan?  

4. Does your bank offer only Islamic interest free banking or conventional banking 

as well? If yes than how many branches are in Pakistan of Islamic interest 

free banks, for your Bank? 

5. Are the depositors in Islamic Interest Free Banking in Pakistan generally deposits 

smaller sums of money than in conventional banks? 

6. What principles do you follow to make your bank Islamic? 

7. How the financial products of Islamic Banks work? Musharakah, Mudarabah, 

Muraba and Ijara 

8. Who bears the financial risk? 

9. Do you require that all funds have to finance socially productive activity? 

10. How your Islamic Interest free bank covers it‟s expenses? If they don‟t charge 

Interest rate. 

11. How much proportion of people of Pakistan adapted to Islamic Interest free 

Banks? If not much, Why? 

12. Which Kind of population adopts to this kind of bank? Muslims or others? Is this 

bank only for Muslims or others as well? 

13. How your Accounts operate? Current, Demand and Investment Accounts? 

Please give a brief description. 
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8.2 Appendix –B Companies Backgrounds 
 

8.2.1 MCB 

”MCB is one of the leading banks of Pakistan with a deposit base of Rs. 431 Billion and 
total assets over Rs. 550 Billion. Incorporated in 1947, MCB soon earned the reputation 
of a solid and conservative financial institution managed by expatriate executives. In 
1974, MCB was nationalized along with all other private sector banks.  The Bank has a 
customer base of approximately 4 million, a nationwide distribution network of over 
1,000 branches and over 550 ATMs in the market. 

During the last fifteen years, the Bank has concentrated on growth through improving 
service quality, investment in technology and people, utilizing its extensive branch 
network, developing a large and stable deposit base. To play a dynamic role in 
promotion of Islamic Banking and win customers trust by providing sharia compliant 
financial services” (Mcb.com.pk). 

8.2.2 Bank Alfalah 

“Bank Alfalah Limited was incorporated on June 21st, 1992 as a public limited company 

under the Companies Ordinance 1984. Its banking operations commenced from 

November 1st, 1997. The bank is engaged in commercial banking and related services 

as defined in the Banking companies ordinance, 1962. The Bank is currently operating 

through various branches in Pakistan, Bahrain, Bangladesh & Afghanistan, with the 

registered office at B.A.Building, I.I.Chundrigar, Karachi. Still there is much ground left 

to cover. In Pakistan, Islamic Banking is less than 3% of the Banking sector. Even in the 

Gulf states, where it has a larger footprint, in no single country is the volume of Islamic 

banking more than a third of the entire sector” (Banlkalfalah.com). 

8.2.3 Faysal Bank 

Faysal Bank Limited was incorporated in Pakistan on October 3, 1994, as a public 
limited company under the Companies Ordinance, 1984. Currently, the Bank's shares 
are listed on the Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad Stock Exchanges. Faysal Bank is 
engaged in Commercial, Consumer, Corporate and Islamic Banking activities. Faysal 
Bank introduces Barkat Islamic Banking, with branches dedicated to purely Shariah 
compliant banking transactions. Barkat Islamic Banking staff is well experienced and 
committed to promoting the cause of shariah compliant Banking. Faysal Bank‟s shariah 
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advisor is a fully qualified mufti who oversees all business of these dedicated branches 
and ensures its compatibility and compliance with shariah principles” (Faysalbank.com).
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8.3 Appendix C- Gantt chart (Thesis Schedule) 

 

 

 

 

8.4 Appendix D-Definitions of Arabic Words: 

  

Hadith Sayings, deeds and reactions of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) 
narrated by his companions (Iqbal & Llewellyn, 2002). 

Bai Al-Salam Advance Payment or Forward Buying 
Ijara Leasing 
Iqtina Purchase 
Ijm‟a The consensus of scholarly opinion on a point of law 
Ijtihad The science of adapting and interpreting existing doctrine 

(Zineldin, M. 1990). 
Mudaraba Trust financing 
Mufawada Universal partnership 
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Murabaha Sale on credit or Mark up contract 
Musharaka Joint venture 
Nisab Minimum exemption level to levy Zakat 
Quran The literal word of Allah (God) to the Muslims 
Riba Interest on Capital 
Shari‟a Islamic law based on Holy Quran and Sunnah, including beliefs 

and practices of Islamic faith (Iqbal, 2002).  
Sunnah  Approvals of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) 
Zakat The amount payable by every Muslim on his net worth, as the 

obligation of Islam; to benefit poor and needy people (Iqbal, 
2002). 

 

8.5 Figure of Islamic Law 
 

Islamic ideas are based upon the scared law of Islam (Sharia) which is based on Holy 

Quran (to Muslims literal word of Allah), Hadith, Sunnah, Ijma and Ijtihad. (Zineldin, M. 

1990) 

 

Source: Authors own 

 

Holy 
Quran

Hadith Sunnah Ijma Ijtihad


